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RADIATION PROTECTION IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC - HISTORICAL REMARKS

The first administrative acts concerning Radiation Protection were issued on the territory of today's Czech
Republic already in the times when it was part of the then Austro-Hungarian Empire. They delt with the
regulation of the medical application of radon waters and radioactive mud used in spaas. Between the
World War I and the World War II the activities related to Radiation Protection covered only some
particular facets of the challenge. Two outstanding personalities contributing to the progress in this field
are worth mentioning. Prof. Teisinger, founder of occupational medicine in Czechoslovakia with high
reputation also in the then Yougoslavia, started to follow-up the health status in radiation workers and
strongly supported the idea of personnel monitoring. Prof. František Běhounek - physicist and well known
participant of the general Nobile's expedition to the North Pole - performed investigations in dosimetric
methods and started to study the radon problems in uranium mines.

A systematic approach to Radiation Protection has been adopted from the early nineteen-fifties. In 1956
the Department of Radiation Hygiene was established within the Institute of Industrial Hygiene and
Occupational Diseases, headed by Prof. Teisinger. The staff of this Department increased during years from
30 to almost a hundred, and finally, in 1965 an autonomous Research Institute of Radiation Hygiene was
created.

New tasks related to Radiation Protection arose also at the regional level and not all of them could be
handled from this central establishment. Following the model of the Soviet Hygiene Service the
Czechoslovak Ministry of Public Health set up in 1957 a network of Stations of Hygiene and Epidemiology
in the country. At the level of Regions - the higher level of administrative areas that time - the groups for
Radiation Protection were formed to conduct the daily work at workplaces and in their environment.

Special tasks were connected with the supervision of Health Authorities in many plants of Uranium
Industry, especially at the time when all these activities were considered top secret. For this purpose the
Institute of Occupational Hygiene in Uranium Industry was established in 1960.

From all what was said is apparent, that Radiation Protection in the Czech Republic was from the very
beginning managed by the Health Authorities and this continued till 1989 when the political situation
changed. The existing system of Hygiene Service was exposed to a severe criticism, lost the confidence of
the public and entered the process of principal transformation.

MOTIVATIONS AND REASONS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL TRANSFORMATION

The position of Radiation Protection within the future organization of Public Health was discussed and
alternative models for its appropriate management and structure were looked for abroad. One option was
to follow the German example, i.e. to consider Radiation Protection as part of the environmental affairs and
establish for both fields one Competent Authority. For this solution there was not found enough political
will. Another option which seemed more consistent and suitable for our conditions was to adopt the Finnish
model, where the joined agenda of Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection is entrusted to the Finnish
Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety. This solution found reasonable support and was explored in more
detail.

The final decision was made in April 1995, when the Czech Parliament adopted the Act No. 85 which
assigned Radiation Protection to be within the competence of the State Office of Nuclear Safety. One can
try now retrospectively to identify the motivations and reasons leading to this development.
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SESSION VI . PROCEEDINGS

One important point was the increasing feeling of the professionals working in Radiation Protection, that
the Ministry of Health was loosing, during the last years, interest in this branch of hygiene and was not
willing to continue to cover the costs indispensable for operation of an effective system of Radiation
Protection. Such attitude of the Health Authorities was to some extent understandable in the times, when
political pressure was focused on availability of basic medical care and on its budget.

Another problem was related to the changing professional profile of radiation protectionists. Formerly in
the Czech Republic medical doctors formed a considerable proportion of the staff of radiation protection
groups. Nowadays the implementation of new sophisticated systems of radiation monitoring and extensive
application of computer technology and electronic communication channels require involvement of
professionals of different profiles. The experience showed, that physicists are more open to absorb basic
biophysical knowledge and to become familiar with Radiation Protection philosophy and principles than
the medical people are willing to enter more deeply in dosimetry and electronics.

Some concepts of new Basic Safety Standards adopted by international community in 1994 (Interim
Edition) played also a certain stimulating role in our considerations. The idea to harmonize both the control
of sources and the tasks of Radiation Protection and to consider these aspects more or less jointly could
perhaps easier be fulfilled in new united Competent Authority.

This transformation was also a political issue and had to be approved by the Parliament. The time for
adopting the new Act was favorable indeed because the Czech coalition government supports the
finalization of a the new NPP in Temelin (South Bohemia) and there appears a tendency among the
members of the Parliament to have both the supervisory boards under one umbrella.

PRESENT ORGANIZATION OF RADIATION PROTECTION AND NUCLEAR SAFETY IN THE
CZECH REPUBLIC

The State Office of Nuclear Safety (SONS) has been reorganized. The staff of SONS increased after
including some top experts from Radiation Protection. The Division of Radiation Protection has been set
up headed by the Deputy Chairman of SONS and divided into three sections: sources in medicine and
industry, natural sources and radiation protection in nuclear plants. Emergency preparedness is dealt with
in an autonomous unit, which reports directly to the Chairman of SONS.

The expertise and technical support for the tasks of this executive body is provided by the National
Radiation Protection Institute in Prague newly founded on the basis of the former Centre of Radiation
Hygiene of the National Institute of Public Health. Supervisory tasks in the field are carried out by the
Regional Centres of SONS. Their executive officers belong to the staff of SONS, while the supporting
laboratories in the regions are the parts of the National Radiation Protection Institute.
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